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W hen Allen Steinkopf joined 
Mairs & Power in 2013 he no-
ticed right away a discernible 

difference in the rock-ribbed Midwestern 
firm’s investment style. “A lot of firms 
talk about the long term, but it’s really 
all about picking cheap stocks and selling 
them as soon as they hit a target price,” 
he says. “We truly want our companies 
to take a long-term approach and benefit 
with them as that pays off.”
 The formula is working well. The 
Mairs & Power Small Cap Fund Steinkopf 
manages with Andrew Adams has since 
inception in 2011 earned a net annualized 
15.0%, vs. 12.3% for the Russell 2000 
Total Return Index. Today they’re seeing 
unrecognized long-term potential in such 
areas as data centers, cleaning equipment, 
semiconductor manufacturing and region-
al banks.  

Given its uniqueness as a strategy ele-
ment, describe the rationale behind Mairs 
& Power focusing “first and foremost on 
companies in the Upper Midwest.”

Allen Steinkopf: The firm was founded in 
1931 and it’s always been part of the cul-
ture to pay close attention to companies 
in our backyard. It helps that Minnesota, 
in particular, has for a long time been sig-
nificantly overrepresented relative to its 
population as a corporate home, driven by 
an educated workforce and an objectively 
high quality of life. The economic base is 
diverse, making it less prone to the booms 
and busts that can impact regions with 
more concentrated economic exposure.

The investment advantages of a nar-
rowed focus come from getting to know 
companies in the region really well over 
long periods of time, which we believe 
gives us a little better perspective when 
opportunities arise. We know the people 
and build long-term relationships, which 
we think fosters better communication 
and mutual trust. Companies appreciate 
that we’re nearby and are more apt to seek 
us out to tell their stories, especially when 
they know our emphasis is on investing 
with them as they build their businesses 
over years, not months or quarters.

A good example of how I think our re-
gional focus pays off would be Bio-Techne 
[TECH], a manufacturer of proteins and 
antibodies used by academic and commer-
cial research labs that is one of our larg-
est positions. This was a local Twin Cities 
business that we knew well and respected, 
but five or six years ago it had become kind 
of stuck. The founder had done an amaz-
ing job building the company to $400 mil-

lion or so of annual revenues with 50%-
plus operating margins, but they were 
having a difficult time reinvesting in the 
business to grow. We watched all that as it 
happened, so when a new CEO took over 
in 2013 and laid out a comprehensive plan 
to build out the company’s platform both 
vertically and horizontally, we could rela-
tively quickly assess the opportunity and 
have the conviction to say now was the 
time to invest. We obviously could have 
done the same thing if Bio-Techne was 
located somewhere else, but I think our 
knowledge of the company, the people and 
the business made a positive difference in 
how quickly we got there.

Sometimes we benefit from taking a 
harder look at something in the region 
than we probably would if it wasn’t here. 
You might not know them, but a real en-
terprise-software success in recent years 
has been a company called Workiva [WK], 
which is based in Ames, Iowa. It created 
a software platform that facilitates and 
streamlines complex financial and regu-
latory reporting processes, primarily for 
corporate clients. They started out help-
ing publicly traded customers meet SEC 
reporting requirements for electronically 
tagging data in a specific format called 
XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting 
Language), and have expanded into other 
compliance, audit and tax applications. 
We’ve owned the stock now for nearly 
three years and arguably spent more time, 
earlier, talking with them and getting to 
know their business than we would have 
if they were located outside the region.

What takes you outside the Upper Mid-
west to invest?
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Investment Focus: Seek companies 
whose potential to produce moderate, 
sustainable compound growth appears 
unrecognized or ignored by the market.     
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AS: We do care that we have a well-diversi-
fied portfolio and if the exposure we want 
to certain sectors isn’t adequate by staying 
in-region we’ll go elsewhere. We generally 
see potential opportunity in banks, for 
example, but given the dominance in the 
Midwest of U.S. Bancorp and Wells Fargo 
it’s hard to find enough well-run smaller 
banks with the growth potential we want 
to see. That’s why you’ll see companies like 
Glacier Bancorp [GBCI], which is based in 
Montana, and Cullen/Frost [CFR], which 
is in Texas, in the portfolio.

Andrew Adams: Healthcare is another 
area where we’ve made a conscious ef-
fort to broaden our opportunity set. Min-
nesota historically has been a good home 
for healthcare companies, particularly in 
medical devices, but a number of those 
have been acquired over the years and we 
generally find our capacity for industry 
exposure is higher than what we can fill 
in the region. 

Catalent [CTLT], which is based in 
New Jersey, would be a good example of 
the type of company we would seek out. 
Its traditional business has been in manu-
facturing drug-delivery products like pills 
and capsules that often require special for-
mulations, coatings or release timing. It 
now has a particularly compelling oppor-
tunity in manufacturing small-batch bio-
logics, an area that’s growing rapidly and 
where the company has exhibited some 
core competency. The stock has done quite 
well this year, but this is one we could 
imagine wanting to own for some time. 
[Note: At a recent $53, Catalent shares 
are up nearly 70% this year and currently 
trade at around 24x consensus 2020 earn-
ings estimates.]

Do you typically find enough technology 
names to own?

AS: There’s more to choose from than 
people probably expect. I already men-
tioned Workiva. Littelfuse [LFUS] in Chi-
cago makes electromechanical and elec-
tronic switch and control devices. Cabot 
Microelectronics [CCMP], in Aurora, Il-
linois, sells into the semiconductor manu-

facturing industry. But we recognize that 
the Midwest may not give us the breadth 
and depth of exposure to certain areas of 
technology that we should have. Nothing 
stops us from pursuing those. Alphabet 
[GOOG] is a great company that fits our 
favored profile of a competitively advan-
taged business that can grow over a long 
period of time. We have a fairly large posi-
tion in it in our large-cap portfolio. 

We were a bit surprised to see that you 
owned an early-stage, relatively recent IPO 
in food-sciences company Calyxt [CLXT]. 
Is that typical?

AA: This is a bit of a one-off for us. We 
typically gravitate to companies that are 
more established and where the outcomes 
aren’t nearly as binary as they are here. 
That said, we think what they do, which 
is gene-editing of seeds, is very interesting 
and has a clearer path to commercializa-
tion than, say, a biotech firm would have. 
If you think about most of the advance-
ments in seed technology over decades it’s 
primarily been focused on increasing crop 
yields. What Calyxt is trying to do is cre-
ate seeds with other valuable properties, 
particularly around improving nutritional 
value. If they’re successful, we think there’s 
very large consumer demand for that.  

AS: We put a lot of emphasis on under-
standing the milestones of success for any 
company we own and on paying very 
careful attention to whether those are be-
ing met. Calyxt is still tiny – it just put up 
a quarter with a bit less than $500,000 
in revenues – but management has hit all 
the milestones they’ve set so far. But it is a 
cash-burning company with all the risks 
that come along with that. It isn’t the type 
of idea where we’d have a large position, 
but we think the upside potential for now 
is well worth the risk.

What’s the growth profile of the typical 
company that attracts your attention?

AS: We generally believe that by delivering 
advantaged products and services to secu-
lar-growth end markets that our portfolio 

companies can organically grow earnings 
per share at an 8% annual rate or better. 
The majority of our companies have been 
growing at that rate and we believe that 
can continue, but as I mentioned with Bio-

Allen Steinkopf 

Close to Home

Two things stand out as particularly unique 
about Minnesota-based money manager 
Mairs & Power. One is its rich heritage, 
tracing its roots to when 28-year-old 
George Mairs set up shop as Minnesota’s 
first independent professional investment 
counselor just 15 months after 1929’s 
stock-market crash. The company today 
manages over $8.5 billion for institutional 
and retail clients through separate ac-
counts and three no-load mutual funds. 

Even more unique is the firm’s regional fo-
cus. While it will venture outside the upper 
Midwest, nearly 75% of the assets in the 
Mairs & Power Small Cap Fund, for ex-
ample, are invested in companies based 
in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, 
North Dakota and South Dakota. In this 
it looks to turn its long tenure in the re-
gion to competitive investing advantage, 
says Small Cap Fund portfolio manager 
Allen Steinkopf: “Narrowing your invest-
able universe by geography works when 
the regional economy is diverse and dy-
namic and you take the time and have the 
access to get to know the companies, the 
management and the industries very well. 
Combine that with patience and discipline 
– to pick our spots and give things time to 
play out – and the formula can make a lot 
of sense.”  
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Techne, we also look for where something 
is changing to accelerate more modest 
growth. That can often be the result of a 
change in management. With Apogee En-
terprises [APOG], a glass manufacturer 
for commercial buildings, it was the ar-
rival several years ago of Joe Puishys as 
CEO. He saw considerable opportunity to 
improve operating margins and set about 
doing that – successfully, as it turns out – 
which translated into excellent earnings 
growth. 

Something that’s more of a work 
in progress today is Digi International 
[DGII]. The company provides technol-
ogy for remote, sensor-based monitoring 
of temperature and other environmental 
factors that is well-suited to a wide vari-
ety of Internet of Things-type applications. 
They were slow, however, in moving away 
from legacy closed-system technology that 
end users increasingly didn’t want. That’s 
changed now as they’re rolling out more 
industry-standard systems that seem to 
be getting traction. As the transformation 
continues, we expect that to translate into 
incremental earnings growth. 

We noticed you’d sold out of long-time 
holding Snap-On [SNA], which manufac-
tures and distributes premium hand and 
power tools. What changed in your view?

AS: Part of it was that Snap-On’s stock 
had done well for us and its market cap 
was pushing beyond what we typically 
own in our small-cap fund.  But it also 
had to do with our longer-term view of the 
company’s prospects as electric vehicles 
become more prevalent. It will take a long 
time to play out, but it’s potentially a real 
issue for a toolmaker serving the vehicle-
repair market when there are closer to 500 
active parts in an electric car versus more 
like 2,500 parts in the drive train alone 
with a combustion engine. The company 
has been successfully capitalizing on more 
advanced technology being built into cars 
over time, but we can imagine in this next 
wave that growth for them will be harder 
to come by then it was. The business in 
our view was just maturing to a point 
where it was time for us to move on.

You typically own 50 or so positions in 
your small-cap fund. Why that level of 
concentration?

AS: Given how closely we want to know 
the companies we invest in, it would be 
very difficult for us to own 100 or 150 
names. We want to have our best ideas in 
the portfolio, at a weighting that makes an 
impact. Every position isn’t the same size, 
but we tend not to let individual positions 
go much above 3.5% or so. That strikes 
a good balance for us between being able 
to benefit from being right, without letting 
any single name be a big problem.

What attracted you to Denver-based data-
center operator CoreSite Realty [COR]?

AA: The company owns and operates 22 
co-location data centers in eight large U.S. 
metropolitan areas, including San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles, Northern Virginia and 
Chicago. What sets CoreSite apart is that 
in their markets their centers sit right at 
the backbone of the Internet, meaning 
the carriers themselves like Comcast, Ve-
rizon and AT&T have their equipment in 
the same physical location. That has two 
big, hard-to-replicate and increasingly 
important advantages for other potential 
tenants: reduced latency relative to other 
outsourced locations and greater security 
given that the interconnections happen 
under the same roof. 

So the company not only benefits from 
strong secular demand for outsourced 
data-center management – driven by the 
rising use of streaming video, the adop-
tion of next-generation 5G data networks, 
and the growth of cloud-based comput-
ing applications – but it also has a better 
mousetrap. The Amazons and Googles 

of the world want access to those direct 
connections to carriers. Enterprise clients 
want that too, and also to be where Ama-
zon and Google are. For example, if you 
talk to people at Lands’ End, they’ve made 
a concerted effort to move their serv-
ers closer to Google’s, because the faster 
their webpages load the more preference 
Google gives them in search.

Why has the stock of a company like this 
been treading water for the past two years?

AA: One issue has been that they underes-
timated somewhat the demand opportuni-
ty, so haven’t grown as fast as others. They 
are addressing that from a capacity stand-
point in already established markets, but 
it doesn’t bother us that they’ve been rela-
tively prudent. They have a differentiated 
offer and have actually been able to raise 
rents at 4-5% per year, so we like that they 
expand only when they can do so in a way 
that’s consistent with their strategy. That 
should provide for a more attractive busi-
ness over the long term and keeps them 
from overbuilding in a way others in the 
broader market inevitably will. 

What’s also happened is that as a real 
estate investment trust, CoreSite’s stock 
has sold off a number of times with the 
sector when people get concerned about 
interest rates going up. We have looked at 
that purely as an opportunity. Given the 
flexibility they have in rent increases, in-
terest rates really have little impact on the 
value of their stock.

How are you looking at valuation from 
today’s share price of $115.40?

AS: For all of our companies we typically 
set a “target” price that’s based on a for-
ward multiple in line with how the stock 
has traded historically relative to the S&P 
500. For CoreSite, the shares have tended 
to trade at between 1.2x and 1.6x the S&P 
500 on an EV/EBITDA basis. At 1.6x on 
our June 2020 numbers, the stock would 
trade at around $121. But we wouldn’t sell 
at that price because we expect the other 
component of our return to be sustainable 
growth in earnings per share or EBITDA. 

I N V E S T O R  I N S I G H T : Mairs & Power

ON SNAP-ON TOOLS:

We can imagine as electric 

vehicles become more preva-

lent that growth will be hard-

er to come by than it was.
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In this case, we believe EBITDA can grow 
at a better than 10% annual rate over the 
next few years. If we’re right, we’ll benefit 
from some re-rating of the stock and from 
compound growth. There’s also a 4.3% 
dividend yield. 

AA: We obviously have to watch how the 
cloud-computing environment evolves, 
but for the foreseeable future we think this 
is a company in a secular-growth market 
with competitive advantages that become 
more important. It’s hard to imagine se-
curity being less important. Low-latency 
also should become even more valued as 

5G rolls out and real-time applications 
for things like autonomous vehicles, the 
Internet of Things and augmented reality 
proliferate. We just think there is a long 
runway ahead here that isn’t being fully 
realized.

From data centers to cleaning equipment, 
describe your interest in Tennant [TNC].

AA: The company is in the scrubber/
sweeper business, which are those ma-
chines you see people walking behind 
in grocery stores and hotels to clean the 
floors. It has about 20% of the market, 

just ahead of the #2 player, a Danish pub-
lic company called Nilfisk Group. There 
are also some competitors that are divi-
sions of bigger companies, but roughly 
40% of the market is still made up of 
smaller mom and pops.

The company benefits from scale and 
from consistent investment spending on 
product innovation. It was early in devel-
oping chemical-free cleaning technology. It 
was early to add telemetry to its machines, 
allowing companies to better track their 
location, usage and maintenance needs. 
It rolled out touch-screen instructions in 
over 30 different languages, which has im-
proved ease of use. All of that has helped 
the company pick up roughly a point of 
market share per year.

The excitement today revolves around 
the launching of their first fully autono-
mous machines at the end of last year. 
They weren’t necessarily the first to mar-
ket with this, but we believe they’ve taken 
the time to launch a robotic product that 
is easy and intuitive enough to get sig-
nificant traction in the market. They got 
a very big win in April, when Walmart 
ordered about 1,000 of the new autono-
mous machines, which is a drop in the 
bucket relative to the eventual potential 
with Walmart, but is a terrific signal on 
the product’s viability. 

How do the economics of the new ma-
chines work?

AA: The typical new machine costs around 
$60,000, versus a traditional system that 
costs $15,000. Given that labor makes up 
70% of the cost of cleaning, the payback 
period on the new systems comes out to 
right around two years. Tennant is shar-
ing some of the economics with a software 
partner called Brain, but with products 
priced 4x higher, we expect the contribu-
tion to profitability to still be significant.

One risk to consider here is that the 
agreement with Brain on the software 
behind the new line of equipment is non-
exclusive. While that may help competing 
products get up to speed more quickly 
than they would otherwise, we think Ten-
nant has an important head start and 
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CoreSite Realty            
(NYSE: COR)

Business: Owns and operates 22 retail 
co-location data centers located in prominent 
U.S. markets, including Northern Virginia, Los 
Angeles, San Francisco and Chicago.  

Share Information 
(@8/29/19):

Price 115.41
52-Week Range 82.64 – 121.64
Dividend Yield 4.3%
Market Cap $4.27 billion

Financials (TTM):

Revenue $560.1 million
Operating Profit Margin 25.2%
Net Profit Margin 13.8%

Valuation Metrics
(@8/29/19):

 COR S&P 500
P/E (TTM) 54.1 22.5 
Forward P/E (Est.) 52.2 17.6

Largest Institutional Owners
(@6/30/19 or latest filing):

Company  % Owned
Vanguard Group  14.3%
BlackRock   9.3%
Renaissance Technologies   3.1%
Mairs & Power   3.0%
State Street    2.6%

Short Interest (as of 8/15/19):

Shares Short/Float  4.3%

I N V E S T M E N T  S N A P S H O T

THE BOTTOM LINE
The company is well positioned in a secular-growth market with competitive advantages 
around latency and security that become more important going forward, says Andrew 
Adams. He expects shareholders to benefit from a positive re-rating of the stock, 10% 
annual EBITDA growth over the next few years, and a 4%-plus annual dividend yield.

Sources: Company reports, other publicly available information
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can use their distribution and sales scale 
to better capitalize on the new product 
demand over time. At the same time, the 
40% of the market made up of mom and 
pops is going to find it difficult to invest in 
the kind of technology step-up necessary 
here. We think that gives Tennant the op-
portunity to gain significant incremental 
market share.

How do you see this translating into up-
side for the stock, now trading at $67?

AA: The stock currently trades at right 
around a market multiple on EBITDA, 

which is below the historical range rela-
tive to the S&P 500. If the valuation 
moves higher in that range, on our one-
year forward estimates the stock would 
trade in the low-$90s. Again, we wouldn’t 
expect that to be the price at which we'd 
be selling, as we think the earnings growth 
potential here from uptake to the new ma-
chines is quite attractive, on the order of 
15% or so annually.

This isn’t a business immune to an eco-
nomic downturn, but the new-product 
tailwind here looks pretty powerful over 
time. We could see this playing out nicely 
over the next decade.

Returning to a technology name in the re-
gion you mentioned earlier, why are you 
enthusiastic about the prospects for Cabot 
Microelectronics?

AS: Cabot is a market leader in polishing 
slurries and pads that are used in the etch-
ing process during semiconductor manu-
facturing. It’s extremely important when 
you’re making integrated circuits – espe-
cially as you try to squeeze performance 
out of them by making the circuitry more 
dense and layered – that at various steps 
in the process the work product is cleaned 
and polished. That’s essentially what the 
company’s products support. 

We see a number of positive aspects of 
the business. One is just the expected long-
term demand growth for increasingly so-
phisticated integrated circuits, for many of 
the same reasons we mentioned earlier for 
CoreSite – 5G, autonomous driving, stor-
age demand, the Internet of Things. Given 
the heavy investment its customers are re-
quired to make in capital equipment, they 
highly value products like Cabot’s that 
improve manufacturing yield. Once you 
get designed in – and Cabot is #1 or #2 in 
its main markets – you tend to hold onto 
that business for a long time and price is 
less important than quality and reliability. 
That allows Cabot to earn pretty good op-
erating margins of 25% or so.

How cyclical does the business tend to be?

AS: It’s generally tied to chipset manu-
facturing volumes rather than chipset 
capacity additions, which dampens vola-
tility for Cabot given the long-term unit 
growth. There has also been a fairly steady 
shift in capacity toward building higher-
end chips, where the need for the slurries 
and pads they sell is relatively higher. We 
don’t think it’s unreasonable to assume 
integrated-circuit volume growth of 4-6% 
per year. With price increases and the po-
tential for Cabot to capitalize on its mar-
ket position to take share, we think it can 
grow EPS by at least 8% per year over the 
medium term.

Is trade conflict a big risk? 
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Tennant            
(NYSE: TNC)

Business: Design, manufacture, marketing 
and sale of cleaning equipment, products and 
supplies that are used worldwide in industrial, 
commercial and outdoor environments.     

Share Information 
(@8/29/19):

Price 67.09
52-Week Range 48.97 – 78.99
Dividend Yield 1.3%
Market Cap $1.22 billion

Financials (TTM):

Revenue $1.12 billion
Operating Profit Margin 6.8%
Net Profit Margin 3.4%

Valuation Metrics
(@8/29/19):

 TNC S&P 500
P/E (TTM) 32.9 22.5 
Forward P/E (Est.) 23.9 17.6

Largest Institutional Owners
(@6/30/19 or latest filing):

Company  % Owned
BlackRock  13.8%
ArrowMark Colorado           11.6%
Vanguard Group  10.5%
Mairs & Power   7.6%
ClearBridge Inv   5.0%

Short Interest (as of 8/15/19):

Shares Short/Float  4.3%

I N V E S T M E N T  S N A P S H O T

THE BOTTOM LINE
The company is set to capitalize on a game-changing new line of autonomous cleaning 
equipment, says Andrew Adams, which he believes can translate into 15% so annual 
earnings growth over at least the medium term. On his estimates and at the higher end 
of the stock's historical relative valuation range, the shares would trade in the low-$90s.

Sources: Company reports, other publicly available information
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AS: Almost all of their big customers are 
in Taiwan and Japan and for now China is 
not a big part of the relevant supply chain. 
If trade conflict brings overall economic 
activity down that would be a problem, 
but apart from that it’s not a big issue.

How cheap do you consider the shares at 
their recent price of around $125?

AS: The stock, which has run a bit recent-
ly, generally trades between 0.9x and 1.2x 
the S&P 500 on the next twelve months' 
P/E. At 1.2x, the shares would trade at 
around $130. On top of that, we're ex-

pecting also to benefit from the 8% or so 
annual bottom-line growth that we believe 
is possible over the next five years.

You also mentioned an interest in back 
stocks earlier. Why does Chicago-based 
Wintrust Financial [WTFC] make the cut?

AS: This is a fairly simple story of a well-
run bank whose stock trades at what we 
think is a very inexpensive price. Start-
ing from its Chicago base, the company 
since it was founded in 1991 has carved 
out a nice niche as a more home-grown 
and service-oriented alternative to the big 

national players like JPMorgan and Wells 
Fargo. They now operate through some 
160 branch locations in northern Illinois, 
southern Wisconsin and eastern Iowa. 

The company’s loan underwriting has 
always been conservative, but they’ve 
still been able to grow revenue, earnings 
and tangible book value a bit better than 
most other banks. That’s partly a function 
of the fact that they’ve proven to be very 
good at making small, bolt-on acquisi-
tions to expand their branch footprint. 
Often they’ll keep the top management of 
the banks they acquire and not just take 
a cookie-cutter approach to folding every-
thing in. That likely allows them to make 
some acquisitions others can’t. 

How much affinity do you have for bank 
stocks today? 

AS: We don’t spend much time looking at 
what we own relative to our primary in-
dex, the S&P 600, but with banks making 
up 10% of that index we need to at least 
cover closely the available opportunities. 

Bank valuations today appear low 
– regional banks traditionally sell at be-
tween 0.8x and 1.1x the forward earn-
ings multiple of the S&P 500, and today 
that number overall is around 0.6x. Most 
bank stocks are down 25% or more over 
the last 12 months. We understand why 
that’s happening, but we don’t believe the 
interest-rate environment is permanently 
low or that good banks with strong fran-
chises will deserve permanently marked-
down valuations. Given that’s the case, we 
just want to own the best banks we can 
that do things a bit better than their peers. 
We think Wintrust falls in that category. If 
the yield curve shifts one day and the mac-
roeconomic environment gets more stable, 
banks like it should do quite well.

At today’s $62.60, how attractive do you 
consider Wintrust’s stock?

AS: We think through a reasonable com-
bination of loan growth, continued bolt-
on acquisitions and share buybacks that 
earnings here can grow at an 8% or so 
annual rate. The dividend yield is 1.5%. 
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Cabot Microelectronics            
(Nasdaq: CCMP)

Business: Development, production and sale 
of consumable polishing slurries, pads and 
other products used primarily in the manufac-
ture of advanced semiconductor chipsets.    

Share Information 
(@8/29/19):

Price 124.63
52-Week Range 82.24 – 129.94
Dividend Yield 1.4%
Market Cap $3.62 billion

Financials (TTM):

Revenue $915.8 million
Operating Profit Margin 24.9%
Net Profit Margin 11.8%

Valuation Metrics
(@8/29/19):

 CCMP S&P 500
P/E (TTM) 32.6 22.5 
Forward P/E (Est.) 16.6 17.6

Largest Institutional Owners
(@6/30/19 or latest filing):

Company  % Owned
BlackRock  13.6%
Vanguard Group  10.3%
Neuberger Berman    4.2%
Earnest Partners   4.1%
Ceredex Value Adv   3.2%

Short Interest (as of 8/15/19):

Shares Short/Float  3.0%

I N V E S T M E N T  S N A P S H O T

THE BOTTOM LINE
The company should benefit from secular growth in integrated-circuit demand and from 
its products' greater relevance as chip sophistication and density increases, says Allen 
Steinkopf. From some valuation re-rating, the dividend, and at least 8% annual EPS 
growth, he believes shareholders can earn maybe 10% annually over the next five years.

Sources: Company reports, other publicly available information
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So as shareholders at a static valuation 
we’d be looking at a high-single-digit to 
low-double-digit annual return. That’s 
not bad, but it would be quite a bit better 
if the shares that now trade at 0.6x the 
S&P’s forward earnings multiple got back 
even to the 1.0x level that is consistent 
with the past.

What do you think is the end game for a 
bank like this?

AS: When I started out 25 years ago in 
the investment business there were more 
than 16,000 banks in the United States. 

That number today is closer to 8,000. Our 
general view is that if you are a bank with 
less than $100 billion in assets, there's a 
good chance you’re either going to have 
to acquire or be acquired. If I had to say, 
I would expect Wintrust to be more of a 
consolidator because they’ve been do-
ing that successfully with a formula that 
seems to work. We’ll see.

What are examples of investments that 
haven’t gone how you wanted and why?

AS: We try to understand what manage-
ment is doing, make judgements on wheth-

er they’re taking the right steps, and be pa-
tient for things to play out as we expect. 
Sometimes we don’t read the competitive 
situation correctly, which I would say is 
what happened with Tile Shop Holdings 
[TTS]. It’s a specialty retailer selling natu-
ral stone and other hardscape flooring 
and we thought management had a well-
thought-out strategy to compete with the 
Home Depots of the world in a market 
with positive underlying trends. It turns 
out the first part of that was just wrong. 
The competitive dynamic was worse than 
we expected. We monitor carefully what’s 
going on, and when that became clear 
we had to be willing to recognize that it 
wasn’t working and move on. 

AA: One idea in which we haven’t yet 
lost patience but that has been quite a bit 
more volatile than we expected is MGP 
Ingredients [MGPI]. This is a consumer-
goods name we went out of the region for, 
as it was expanding beyond its private-
label whiskey business to move up the 
value chain with its own higher-end, aged 
products. We like the trends in the spirits 
market and thought that as the company 
started earning a return on the up-front 
investments needed to roll out the new 
products that would provide a nice kicker 
to earnings growth. The reality so far is 
that building out the distribution and gen-
erating consumer uptake hasn’t happened 
as quickly as expected. We still think it 
will develop longer term, but it’s obviously 
something we have to watch closely. 

Small-cap stocks in the U.S. have been 
relatively out of favor. Why do you think 
that is? 

AA: Small-cap stocks that historically 
have traded at a 15% or so premium to 
large caps have lately been trading at par 
to them, which is very close to the ten-year 
lows in relative valuation. 

Part of that is a result of the strength 
of the “FAANG” stocks driving the S&P 
500 higher and higher. Small caps also 
seem to have become more of a risk-on, 
risk-off trade, where people move in and 
out of small-cap ETFs for macro reasons. 

Wintrust Financial            
(Nasdaq: WTFC)

Business: Illinois-based regional bank with 
$34 billion in assets and operating through 
three main divisions: community banking, spe-
cialty finance and wealth management.

Share Information 
(@8/29/19):

Price 62.62
52-Week Range 59.34 – 91.05
Dividend Yield 1.6%
Market Cap $3.55 billion

Financials (TTM):

Revenue $1.33 billion
Operating Profit Margin 36.7%
Net Profit Margin 25.8%

Valuation Metrics
(@8/29/19):

 WTFC S&P 500
P/E (TTM) 10.7 22.5 
Forward P/E (Est.) 9.5 17.6

Largest Institutional Owners
(@6/30/19  or latest filing):

Company  % Owned
Vanguard Group  9.5%
BlackRock  8.7%
State Street  3.7%
Massachusetts Fin Serv  3.6%
Dimensional Fund Adv  3.0%

Short Interest (as of 8/15/19):

Shares Short/Float  1.3%

I N V E S T M E N T  S N A P S H O T

THE BOTTOM LINE
In a market where bank stocks trade at a significant discount to historical multiples rela-
tive to the S&P 500, Allen Steinkopf says he wants to own well-run, conservative banks 
like this one that consistently deliver incrementally better revenue and earnings growth. 
With no re-rating, he still expects to earn a nearly 10% annual return from its shares.

Sources: Company reports, other publicly available information
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That can have a disproportionate impact 
on small caps because there’s less liquidity. 

We’re focused on individual stock se-
lection, knowing companies well and tak-
ing a long-term view. When stocks move 
more for macro reasons and the volatility 
creates valuation gaps, that should be an 
environment where we can make some 
good decisions for our investors.   VII 

I N V E S T O R  I N S I G H T : Mairs & Power


